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Success Case

Clight is an Argentine Company dedicated to the sale dehydrated sugar free juices.

Context:
Clight is an Argentine Company dedicated to the sale dehydrated sugar free juices.
Today is positioned as one of the most important brands in its category.
Clight, wanted to activate the involvement of its customers with the brand, for that, they carried out many marketing a
ctions, one of them was to invite consumers to upload videos with recipes created by themselves, and in turn consumers
invited other consumers to do the same, in this way all consumers participated in a contest where the prize was a trip to
a specific destination, according to the client's preferences.

Problematic:
Users do not saw the branding videos and they do not interact in social networks.

Solution:
The main objective of Clight was only one: Improve the percentage of views of all the videos involved in the campaign.
To achieve this, an interactive button was added in every video that invited to watch the rest of the campaign videos.

Wich was the goal?
With the aim of improve the results of the campaign, Clight decided to innovate with interactive elements, making
consumers participate, and turning them into decision-makers.

Results:
At the end of the campaign, consumers behavior changed, consumer interest and attention increased significantly
24% of users who saw the original video, visualized at least 75% of any of the other two videos, reducing the cost
per view.
In addition, 5% of viewers saw 100% of the remaining two videos at the Cinemad platform, achieving a rate of 300%
engagement at the end of the campaign.
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Conclusions:
The decision to include interactivity buttons to invite consumers to see the other two remaining display video, was
instrumental in increasing the engagement between Clight and its target audience.
In addition to interacting with the videos, the brand understood that the interactive element is capable of generate
changes in metrics and also improves performance.
It is striking that such a simple action like add an interaction button in a video, can generate sales increase and greater
brand awareness.
Go Clight!

